JLS Automation Exhibits at Northwest Food Manufacturing and Packaging Expo 2010

JLS Automation of York, PA announces their participation in Northwest Food Manufacturing and Packaging Expo 2010 held in the Portland, OR on January 18-20th, 2010. JLS Automation will be exhibiting in Booth #651.

More details about the Expo - [http://www.nwfpa.org/content/2010-nwfpa-expo-information-center](http://www.nwfpa.org/content/2010-nwfpa-expo-information-center)

During the Expo, the JLS Talon Series Packaging System will demonstrate the company’s ability to automate many manual product handling functions and integrate their “pick and place” technologies with existing packaging lines, or as a complete “turn-key” packaging system. An integral part of the Talon system, the Impulse Multipick end of arm tool (EOAT) has been developed to achieve higher picking effectiveness, greater throughput speeds, and improved food contact suitability.

Click here to schedule a meeting with JLS during the NWFPA Expo 2010.

Overview of the JLS Automation Talon Series Packaging System:

- Design for Agility utilizing Advanced Vision and Product Tracking Capability
- Easily Configured to Integrate with Numerous Infeed and Packaging Machinery Configuration
- Impulse EOAT (Mechanical or Vacuum) Designed to Handle:
  - Meat and Poultry (USDA approved)
  - Dairy Products
  - Frozen and Prepared Foods
  - Candy
  - Bakery products, cookies and crackers
- High Reliability provided by the ABB IRB 360 FlexPicker

JLS Automation is a leading supplier of Packaging Systems for the Food Industry including High Speed Picking, Product Feeding Systems. JLS is a member of PMMI and RIA as well as a Certified Partner for ABB Robotics.

[www.jlsautomation.com](http://www.jlsautomation.com)